
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

More financial institutions (FIs) want to quickly make and publish 

configuration changes themselves so that they can stay focused on 

growing their relationships. However, they remain entirely dependent 

on their vendor to handle these changes – an increasingly ineffective 

approach to today’s fast-paced banking. Q2 is building for what’s next 

in digital banking by evolving efficiencies for banks and credit unions 

with Q2 Config. 

This self-service tool allows FI admins and customer service 

representatives (CSRs) to easily make and publish their own User 

Interface (UI) changes. By simplifying and accelerating the process to 

control the UI, an FI attains more efficiency to focus on what matters 

most: their customers and members. 

Q2 Config is available in Q2 Console, our cloud-based administrative 

portal.* With it, your FI staff will be able to:

• Edit most strings in your Unified User Experience (UUX) 

environment – make changes to CDN Text Strings and edit UiText 

(Database) Strings to the Text feature.

• Some examples of what can be done include modifying Standard 

Navigation and Navigation Landing Pages as well as adding an 

Important Instruction or Reminder to account holders. 

And that’s just the start. Other features and capabilities will be added 

over time – we’ll keep you up to date.

Add a new tool to help 
you build relationships

Take advantage of Q2 Config:

• Your staff will be able to 

publish changes immediately 

to the production or testing 

environments without needing 

to call into Support to make the 

changes.

• Deliver even-better online 

banking experiences with a 

self-service tool that is simple 

to utilize and an easy means to 

make a required change. 

• Make changes during the 

course of the banking day 

without losing valuable time.

• Adapt faster to account 

holders’ evolving needs.

*  Q2 Config and Q2 Console are only available on the Q2 platform. There are some  
    features Q2 will maintain internally. Please feel free to discuss with Q2.

Gain more efficiency 
to focus on your  
relationships
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